581C – Volume 2 & 3 is the second book in the 581C series. Thobias Fäldt refers to the images as “documents from an imaginary site called 581C”. The story is told through Fäldt’s characteristic manner and his idea of editing the world through a photograph.

The book has no defined beginning, nor an end. Instead of a conventional linear structure, the book aims to give the reader a more holistic sense. It opens up for various readings, the photographs can be viewed as loose brittle shards from peoples lives or as a greater story that shows the world how it looked during our time at 581C.

581C – Volume 2 & 3 was released at the opening of the exhibition Before The Wilds at Ed. Varie Gallery in New York 2010.

581C – Volume 2 & 3 has been granted support from the Swedish Arts and Gransts Committee.